
Welcome to INLINGO Internship!



INLINGO is a Gamedev Outsourcing 
Studio founded by translators and 
gamers. We professionally localize 
games into 45 languages. 

1000+
projects localizedyears of experience

What is INLINGO?

Pavel Tokarev 
INLINGO CEO

10+



Experience of translating real games (Mobile, PC, Console)

Work with a team of editors and project managers

Learning by constant feedback from professional editors, lectures and tips

Opportunity to receive a job offer from one of the best game localization studios

Certificate of Completion

What is the Translator Internship at INLINGO?



Translator Internship Options



What does one-month internship include?

8+ test projects of different game genres

4 different types of texts

4 written feedbacks from professional editors

4 recorded lectures on work at a game localization studio

Shooter
Sports

Hidden Objects

Puzzle

MMORPG

Simulator

Manager



What does three-month internship include?

8+ test projects of different game genres

4 different types of texts

4+ written feedbacks from professional editors

live feedback sessions with your editor

4 recorded lectures on work at a game localization studio

2 months of work on real projects with constant written feedback from professional editors

Story Interface
Items

Marketing
Locations

Dialogue



Requirements and Procedure



How does the application procedure look?

Fill in the form to apply

Pass the test translation

Sign the NDA and documents for the University (if any)

Start the internship

https://forms.gle/w9j7AHsUepBHzuQb7


You are welcome to take part in the internship if you 
possess:

Outstanding skills in native language

High English level

Ability to work on a Windows computer

Desire to learn and improve with every feedback

Ability to translate up to 1000 words per day

Effective time management skills

Linguistic/translation background

Communication skills



Thank you! 
Feel free to contact Anna or Maria if you have any questions

inlingogames.com

Anna Kotova
Lead Vendor Manager

anna.kotova@inlingogames.comEmail:

Maria Goldfert
Vendor Manager

Email: m.goldfert@inlingogames.com 

https://inlingogames.com/
mailto:anna.kotova@inlingogames.com

